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Subject: Public Comment: 2 - Riverside
From: Dick Diamond <
Date: Tue, 14 Jun 2011 21:29:35 +0000
To:
From: Dick Diamond <
Subject: Great job
Message Body:
I lived in the riverside area for over 40 years. In Riverside for 35 and Temecula for
9. I taught U.S. Government to high school students AND junior college students. Two
words---GREAT JOB. Finally some logical redistricting for the state.
The first step to make California #1 again.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: SuggesƟon for RedistricƟng Maps
From: Peter Millington <
Date: Tue, 14 Jun 2011 00:32:08 -0700
To:
I really appreciate being able to see how the districts' boundaries would change from a
county overview and the new dynamics these will mean for California and national
politics.
Would it be possible to issue a list of 9-digit ZIP Codes that will be in
the revised districts?
Perhaps my situation is too minor a difficulty for the mapping project, but I cannot
tell into which new boundaries I will be.
For years, living in Southwest Riverside
County's unincorporated area, I had to verify and then inform the Congressional
representatives which one represents us. In specific, my ZIP Code is 92562 which,
depending on the next four digits, meant I could be represented either by Mary Bono
Clark in the 45th or by Darrell Issa in the 49th. Based on the Riverside County
Registrar's listing of ZIP Codes, the full ZIP Code for my address is 92562-2317, which
puts me in District 49.
Because of the current map orientation by county and city, I think I will be in the
PRS, but I would like more precision.
Yours truly.
Peter S. Millington
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